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Equilibrium of a Residential City, Attributes
of Housing, and Land-Use Zoning*

HanS-JÜrg BÜttler [First received March 1980; in final form August 1980}

Summary. This paper investigates the impact of land-use zoning such as building-height and building-density restrictions
on housing rent, land rent, the design parameters of a building, and population density in a residential city. A theoretical
land-use model with several new features is used. Building capital, the demand for, and the supply of housing are ex-
plicitly defined. Housing is treated as a multi-dimensional good, the elements of which are floor area, finishing cost of a
dwelling unit, garden space, and building height. Building costs are the sum of structural frame costs, which are a func-
tion of building height and building area, and finishing costs, which are independent of design parameters. Zoning
restrictions are explicitly considered. The utility and profit maximisations are simultaneous through the housing attri-
butes, which are implicitly priced. There are six major conclusions: First, the relative gradients of the endogeneous
variables, all with regard to distance, depend not only on demand specifications but also on structural frame cost elasticities,
i.e. supply specifications. Secondly, in empirical tests the free market and zoning restrictions can be discriminated with
regard to housing rent if, and only if, housing attributes are taken into account. Thirdly, both the relative housing-rent
gradient and land-rent gradient are the same with zoning restrictions. Fourthly, the finishing cost of a dwelling unit
depends on the household's taste and income and is the same in all cases. Fifthly, while in the case of the free market a
residential city with one income class could consist of single-family homes only, this is impossible in the case of binding
zoning restrictions. Sixthly, the cost of zoning restrictions to tenants, or the loss of utility in terms of money, can be
obtained from the indirect utility function evaluated at the equilibrium.

* T ,L_ j ^ j o interaction among residents are mentioned as the1. Introduction and Summary , 1 . 1 ^ ?, • , ^ • • • . .alleged benefits of height restrictions in Arnott and
It has been recognised that land-use zoning is an MacKinnon (1977). Mirrlees (1972) considers the
almost ubiquitous phenomenon in most cities in the population density to be a possible environmental
world. Restrictions on the building height or on the externality. It was noted by Arnott and MacKinnon
building density are commonly imposed. Two (1977) that these benefits are numerous but difficult
questions may be asked: What are the benefits and to value. Moreover, it is not obvious what externali-
costs of zoning restrictions? How can the solutions ties are really associated with what zoning restric-
for the free market and for the zoning restrictions be tions. Height restrictions, for instance, do not
discriminated in empirical tests? These questions necessarily improve the access to light and air unless
give rise to the task of incorporating zoning restric- there is an additional restriction on the distance to
tions into the microeconomic framework of land-use the adjacent building. Also, it seems very difficult
models that economists are accustomed to deal to incorporate these benefits into the framework of
with, see e.g. Stull (1974). land-use models. This is much easier, however,

An improved access to light and air for people at for the zoning restrictions themselves. Binding
street level, a more aesthetically pleasing urban zoning restrictions will alter the solution for the
environment, fewer high winds, and more social competitive market and will therefore impose costs
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the text.
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upon tenants which can be measured in terms of
utility. (Other groups of agents like landlords or
the government can gain or lose, too, see e.g. Arnott
and MacKinnon (1977).) Moreover, Hamilton
(1978) argues on empirical grounds that munici-
pal governments use their land-use control to
restrict the supply, and raise the price, of housing
causing additional costs to tenants. Although most
benefits may not be easy to measure, working out
a theoretical background to the costs of zoning
restrictions that provides decision tools is therefore
a useful exercise. One purpose of this paper is to
develop a land-use model which takes into account
zoning restrictions and provides a measure of zoning
costs.

Empirical tests of the rent pattern in urban areas
have been made by many authors, including Muth
(1969). The land-use models show, as is well
known, that the relative gradient of the land rent is
steeper than that of the housing rent in the free
market. This result still seems to hold in the ab-
sence of the free market, since the empirical findings
are usually obtained from residential cities imposing
zoning restrictions. The free-market and the zoning
solutions can then not be discriminated in empirical
tests. However, Moss (1977) points out that the
factor shares of both land and capital must change,
if zoning restrictions are binding. Hence, the land
rent and housing rent gradients must change, too.
Another purpose of this paper is to derive functions
for housing rent, land rent, design parameters of a
building, and population density that can be tested
empirically.

The underlying model introduces several novel
features. Housing is treated as a multi-dimensional
good. Apart from housing or floor space, which is
regarded as the basic need for housing, three attri-
butes of housing are considered to be the most
important: the finishing cost of a dwelling, the
garden space, and the height of a building. In
principle, more attributes could be incorporated into
the analysis. The housing rent implicitly prices
both housing attributes and leisure. It will be shown
in the paper that some gradients, associated with the
free market and zoning restrictions, can be dis-
criminated if, and only if, attributes of housing are
taken into account. Building costs consist of two
parts. First, the structural frame cost is a function
of the design parameters, namely the height and
area of the building. The structural frame cost is

determined by the rules of structural analysis and
technology. Second, the non-structural or finishing
cost does not depend on the design parameters, it
merely depends on the consumers' taste and income
as will be shown in the paper. Capital can be
defined as the total building cost. The variation of
the dimensions of the building with distance from the
Central Business District (CBD) is therefore due to
the structural frame cost function and not, as was
argued in the 'New Urban Economies', due to the
capital intensity per se. Building capital could vary
with the finishing cost while holding the building
dimensions constant. Utility and profit maximisa-
tions of the economic agents are simultaneous
through the housing attributes. Zoning restrictions
can be explicitly introduced into the profit maxi-
misation of the building owner. The equilibrium
on the competitive housing market considers both
the demand for and the supply of housing.

Three cases are considered in equilibrium: first,
the solution of the free market, i.e. the competitive
housing market without binding technical constraints
on the design parameters; second, the case of a
binding height constraint, and third, the case of a
binding density constraint. In general, the solution
for a residential city with land-use zoning is a mixture
of these solutions. Three assumptions are used:
one income class, given boundaries of the city, and a
rectangular road grid. It will be shown in the paper
that these assumptions do not affect the results to
be derived later. The application of the model is
described for three additional cases : (i) a discrete or
continuous income distribution over the city popula-
tion, (ii) an endogeneous city radius, and (iii) a
mixed constrained and unconstrained solution. In
these cases, it is not possible to derive testable func-
tions in closed form but numerical solutions can be
obtained.

The results are summarised as follows : the relative
gradients of housing rent, land rent, design para-
meters, and population density in the free market,
all with regard to distance, depend not only on de-
mand specifications but also on structural frame cost
elasticities (supply specifications). The finishing cost
of a dwelling is, in all cases, proportional to the
household income net of out-of-pocket commuting
cost. It tends to fall with increasing distance.
While the land rent gradient in the free market is
steeper than the housing rent gradient, in the case of
zoning restrictions both relative gradients are the
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same and lie between the former. With zoning, the
relative gradients do not depend on the height
elasticity of structural frame cost. Moreover, both
zoning restrictions reveal the same land rents, while
the housing rents are different. In absence of zoning
benefits, the free market is obviously Pareto superior
to zoning restrictions. This utility loss, which
represents the cost of zoning, is obtained from the
indirect utility function evaluated at the equilibrium
and it can be expressed in money terms. Housing
rents for zoning restrictions therefore must lie above
those for the free market. The equilibrium building
pattern changes significantly when zoning restric-
tions are imposed. In the free market, the building
height decreases but the building area increases with
increasing distance. Buildings are narrow and tall
near the CBD but broad and flat at the edge of the
city. With both zoning restrictions, the heights are
constant over distance but areas now tend to fall
with increasing distance. Buildings are broader
near the CBD than at the edge of the city. It is an
interesting result of the free market that the number
of dwellings per building is approximately constant
over distance. Therefore a residential city could
consist of single-family homes only, whose heights
and areas will vary with distance. Of course, if an
income distribution over the population is intro-
duced, lower-income households are squeezed into
multi-family buildings. The number-of-dwellings-
per-building function is then concave and tends to
fall with increasing distance. With zoning restric-
tions, however, households with equal income
cannot live in single-family homes throughout the
city, since the number of dwellings per building falls
with increasing distance. The garden space in
equilibrium is, in all cases, proportional to the
building area. It is interesting to note that the
relative gradient of the population density is greater
in the free market than with zoning restrictions.
Levels of the endogenous variables have been
made comparable through boundary conditions
when setting the height and density in the free market
evaluated at the edge of the city equal to the height
or density restrictions, respectively. These boundary
conditions give rise to two further results. Firstly,
the land rent in the free market is smallest at the
edge of the city. Hence the free-market solution
determines the long-run city radius where housing
buys land at the opportunity cost. Secondly, people
live in more crowded conditions near the CBD but

in less crowded conditions at the outskirts of the
city in the free market than with zoning restrictions.

In section 2 the demand for housing will be de-
rived, and in section 3 the profit maximisation by
the owner of the building presented. The solution
for the free market is given in section 4, the restric-
tion on building height in section 5, and the restric-
tion on building density in section 6. Finally, in the
last section the pattern for a general solution is
described.

2. The Demand for Housing

The demand for housing will be derived in the
standard way from utility maximisation, see e.g.
Alonso (1964), Muth (1969), or Henderson (1977).
Beckmann (1973, 1974) first introduced leisure or
time spent on commuting as an additional instru-
ment of the household. Here, the instruments of
the household are: commodities except housing
with unit price, leisure, and floor space. The budget
constraint also includes out-of-pocket commuting
costs. The utility function is assumed to be log-
linear with regard to all arguments except leisure.
This choice is consistent with two empirical observa-
tions: First, the floor space demand has, approxi-
mately, unit elasticity with respect to both income
and price. Second, the population density is,
approximately, negatively exponential with respect
to distance from the CBD. Leisure and out-of-
pocket commuting costs are assumed to be linear in
terms of distance, i.e. traffic congestion is dis-
regarded. The utility function thus becomes:

17 = a0 ln(y — qs — k0f) + <Xi(T — kr)

+<x 2 lns± X « j l n A j (1)
i = 3

where U: utility

<xt: (i: = 0, ..., n) positive coefficients, the
'attractions' of different consumption
activities

y: household income in units of money per
day

q: housing rent in units of money per area
and day

s : housing space in units of area
T: non-working hours per day
fco: out-of-pocket commuting cost in units of

money per distance and day
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k : time spent on commuting per distance and
day

r: distance from the CBD
ht: attributes of housing. Later specifically:

finishing cost 7, garden width u, and
building height H.

Households can choose the amount of housing
space demanded and their location. Location means
distance from the CBD. The attributes of housing,
which affect the housing rent, are chosen by the
builder.1 It is not necessary to assume that all
combinations of attributes are available at every
distance. We merely assume that builders decide
through profit maximisation which housing attri-
butes and what quantity thereof are to be supplied.
This is consistent with the fact that different types of
the same housing attribute can occur within a city.
When neglecting the housing attributes, the utility
function (1) corresponds to the example of Beck-
mann (1973), if ko = 0, and to the example of
Schuler (1974), if k = 0. The utility function (1)
maximised with respect to housing space yields:

s = a2(a0 + a2)-
10'-V)<r1 (2)

The income elasticity of housing space demand is
yl(y—kor). For ko = 0 this elasticity is one,
otherwise greater than one. It increases with dis-
tance. If the rich people live farther from the
CBD than the poor, then their income elasticity is
greater than that of the poor. The price elasticity of
housing space demand is minus one.

Substituting equation (2) into the utility function
(1) the bid housing-rent function is obtained, thus:

q = e-(^2V0/a2a2(ao + a2)"
(ao+ot2)/a2e(ai/a:!)T

\
FT ftj±(«,/«2> (y_feor)(«o+«2)/«2g-(«l/«I)*r (3)

.1 = 3 /

The bid housing rent is now a function of the utility
level, income, leisure, distance, and housing attri-
butes. The bid function is not determined as long
as the housing attributes supplied are unknown.
Later it will be seen from equation (19) that rich

people live farther from the CBD than the poor, as
the slope with respect to distance decreases with
increasing income. However, both rich and poor
people can live anywhere providing the money
spent on commuting is zero, i.e. ko = 0, as Beck-
mann (1974) first showed. The gradient with respect
to the zth housing attribute is:

dq/ohi = ±a;a2 qh\-i (4)

Since the demand and supply specifications are
interrelated, equation (4) will be used to solve the
supply of housing attributes. Equation (4) also
holds, if we are concerned with an income distribu-
tion over the population. The reasons are: First,
the supply to be derived later is related to a given
distance. Second, Beckmann (1969) and Montesano
(1972) have shown that only people with the same
income can live at the same location (but people
with the same income can live at different locations).

3. Profit Maximisation

The supply of housing space and housing attributes
is determined by the profit maximising behaviour of
the building owner. He is a price taker, but the
housing rent varies with the housing attributes he
decides to supply.2 The attributes considered here
are : the finishing cost of a dwelling / = h3 (to be
explained later), the garden width u = h4, and the
building height H = A5. The latter has a negative
marginal utility, the assumption being that the
tenants prefer single-storey homes to multi-storey
buildings.3 (The negative sign in equation (1)
applies to the building height.) Revenues R are the
algebraic product of housing rent and net floor
surfaces. Total floor surfaces are determined by the
design parameters of a building : the building height
H, building area F, and storey height t as shown in
Fig. 1. The latter is given by building codes. For
the sake of simplicity, a quadratic area and a quad-
ratic lot is assumed, but the variables F and G could
be interpreted as any rectangle. The net floor
surfaces are obtained by subtracting from the floor

1 This is a matter of convenience. Alternatively, we could have assumed that households also maximise their utility with respect
to housing attributes, while building owners maximise their profits subject to the condition that the attributes supplied equal the
attributes demanded in a building.
2 This does not imply any monopoly power, since the costs of the attributes are independent of the owner's choice; see Büttler/
Beckmann (1977). This also follows from the alternative approach described in footnote 1.
3 Since the garden space around an apartment building is an impure public good, crowding in consumption is represented by
the negative marginal utility with respect to building height, the latter being proportional to the number of storeys. In the
limiting case of a single-family home, the garden space becomes a private good by definition.
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Fig. 1. Residential building and land lot.

surfaces the interior traffic areas FQ for elevators,
staircases, etc., which in turn are a function of the
height and area of the building. Rental revenues
are:

R = q(r, I, u, H)[F-F0(H, FftHr1) (5)

where R:
I:
u:
H:
F:
F0:
(Ht -i

revenues in units of money per day
finishing cost in units of money
garden width in units of distance
building height in units of distance
building area in units of area
interior traffic areas in units of area

): number of storeys.

As a first approximation, the net floor surface could
be represented by

F-F0 = Ff,

where ß is expected to lie between 0.96 and 0.98.
But we will confine ourselves to the case of ß = 1
in sections 4-7, otherwise a closed-form solution is
impossible.

The building cost B, multiplied by the sum of
interest rate and depreciation rate, and the land
cost L, multiplied by the interest rate, are compared
to the revenues the difference being the periodical
profits. This implies a stationary state of the
residential economy, i.e. an expectation of constant
real revenues over time, a constant interest and
depreciation rate, an infinite time horizon, and a
constant capital stock, being the initial building cost.
Building costs consist of two parts: First, the struc-
tural frame costs are a ratio of two polynomials in
terms of the design parameters as was shown by

Büttler/Beckmann (1980) with the aid of structural
analysis. Here, the corresponding variable costs are
simply represented by a Cobb-Douglas function in
the design parameters, while the fixed costs represent
installation and capital service costs of the construc-
tion equipment. Second, the non-structural or
finishing costs, /, include costs for façade, partition
walls, false ceilings, technical installations (sanitary,
electrical, and mechanical), outside finishing, and
inside finishing. The finishing costs are not deter-
mined by the design parameters. (Some items
thereof can be determined slightly by the design
parameters.) It should be possible that in a very
low-income city only the structure (= floor space)
would be supplied, i.e. dwellings without any in-
stallations, window glasses, etc. Bearing in mind
that the finishing cost is defined per dwelling, the
building cost is:

BQ+S) = C+C0F
eHf+I(i+o)d (6)

where B: building cost in units of money

z: interest rate

<5 : depreciation rate of the building
C: fixed structural cost in units of money

per day
CQ: constant in units of money per distance

to the power of 2e+ y and day

E, y: structural frame cost elasticities with
respect to area and height, respectively

d: number of dwellings per building.

Note that C and Co include (i+6). It has been
shown in Biittler/Beckmann (1980) that the height
elasticity is greater than the area elasticity which in
turn is assumed to be greater than unity, i.e.

y>e>l.

It should be noted that the structural frame cost
function of the Cobb-Douglas type in equation (6)
is regarded as the envelope of a multitude of struc-
tural frame cost functions, each related to a feasible
material combination like wood, brick, or reinforced
concrete. It is clear that the maximum height for a
wood building is less than that for a reinforced
concrete building. The number of dwellings per
building is defined as the net floor surfaces divided
by the housing space demanded per household :

d s [F-FoKHr1^-1, d^l. (7)
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Finally, the land costs are:

Li=p(r)\F+G(F,u)\ (8)

where L: land cost in units of money
p: land rent in units of money per area and

day
G — 4F1/2u+4u2, garden space in units of

area

The land rent is a function of distance. Let the
garden be of the shape shown in Fig. 1. The
consideration of a general shape of the building
area and the garden space would involve at least
two more parameters. Now, profits n can be
written as:4

n = R(F, H, I, u)-(i+S)B(F, H, I)

-iL(F,u) (9)

That is to say that the number of storeys is treated
as a real, though integer number. The profit
maximisation is subject to technical and land-use
constraints. First of all, the number of storeys
cannot be less than one. Second, there exists a
minimum area of building /that is given for technical
reasons. In section 5 we will analyse the case of the
building height to be restricted to H, and in section 6
the building density to be restricted to z. The
building density z is denned as the floor surfaces per
lot:

z = F(Ht~1)lF+G']~1, z>0. (10)

Introducing the Lagrangian X and various non-
negative multipliers A.t(i: = F, t, H, z), the function
to be maximised becomes:

max X = n+Af(F~F)+At(H-t)
[F, H, I, lit

+ AH(ß-H)+Az(z-z) (U)

As a matter of convenience we assume that the
minimum area of the building is never binding, i.e.
AF = 0- Table 1 summarises the different cases.

Table 1

Different binding constraints, AF = 0

Shadow prices

At = AH = A, = 0 "
AH>0, At = A, = 0
Az>0, Ai = AH = 0
Az, A t>0, AH = 0

Free market
Binding building height
Binding building density
Both binding building
density and minimum
height

Section

4
5
6.1

6.2

4. Free Market

4.1. Supply of Housing
Maximise equation (11) with respect to design
parameters and housing attributes. The first-order
conditions are :

(oRldH)(dBldH)-1 = i+0

(dRIÔF)(SBIdF+ BL/dF)'1

= i+ô(dBldF)(ôBlôF+dLldF)-1

(dRldI)(dBldI)-1 =i+ô

(dR/ôu^dL/du)-1 = i

(12a)

(12b)
(12c)
(12d)

Ail expressions on the left-hand sides represent
marginal internal rates of return. The first equation
is the condition for the building height, the second
that for the area, the third that for the finishing, and
the fourth that for the garden width. For instance
equation (12a) states that the marginal internal rate
of return with respect to height is equal to the sum
of interest and depreciation rate. The first-order
conditions can be solved when using the demand
specifications for the housing attributes as given in
equation (4). The optimal building height becomes:

H = 2-1a2y[a4y + 2(a2-a3)(y-e)+2ea5]

[(<x2-a3)(7-e)+£a5]"
2^"1 (13a)

The building height is positive, if the basic need for
housing space a2 is greater than that for finishing oc3.
The optimal area of building becomes:

4 It is assumed as usual that households locate on a point within the city area but demand floor area at a particular distance
from the centre of the city. Equivalently, buildings are constructed on a point within the area of the city but extend over the
building area at a particular distance. This 'extended point' approach is retained here for two reasons : First of all, the variation
of the land rent over the land lot can, at a first approximation, be neglected when compared to its variation over the entire area
of the city. Moreover, utility and profit maximisations evaluated over the land lot would lead to a yet unsolvable problem even
in the absence of housing supply; see Alonso (1964). Secondly, construction firms might be located in the CBD, but can under-
take construction activities everywhere in the residential ring at no transportation cost for material and labour, i.e. they have no
fixed location with market radius. Hence, construction firms operate on a perfectly competitive market. This amounts to
saying that households construct their own buildings; see Arnott/MacKinnon (1977) for this approach to the problem with a
similar decreasing-returns-to-scale function.
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F = {2'-V'«I'(«2-a3-«3)[«4y

+2(a2-a3)(r-e)+2ea5]-
(*-1>

[(«2-«3)(T-£)+^5]
2(y"1)r^Co1

, ,-(r-l>„n«-l'«'}' (13b)

The building area is positive, if the basic need for
housing space <x2 is greater than that for finishing
and height «3+a5. From equations (13a) and (13b)
it follows that the supply of housing space (FH/t)
rises with increasing housing rent but falls with
increasing land rent. The optimal finishing to be
supplied becomes, when using equation (2) for the
housing space demanded :

I(i+o) = a3a2~Vs'

= y.i(a.Q+a2)~l(y-kor)<qs (13c)

The amortised finishing cost is proportional to the
household's housing expenditure or income, res-
pectively. It does not vary with distance, if the
money spent on commuting is nil. The optimal
garden width is proportional to the width of building
as given in equation (13d):

u = 2-2a4y[(a2-a3)()'-e)+6a5]-1F1/2 (13d)

From equation (13d) and the definition of the garden
space in equation (8) it follows that the optimal
garden space is also proportional to the building
area:

G = 2-2a4y[a47+4(a2-a3)(y-e)+48a5]

[(oc2-a3Xy-e)+£a5r
2.F (13e)

On a competitive housing market, land rents are
determined by the condition that the builders'
profit is zero. Substituting equation (13) back into
equation (9) and setting profits equal to zero the
land rent is:

p = {2'-2'+VaJ'(a2-a3-a5)

[a4y + 2(oc2-a3)(y-e)+2ea5;r
(*-£)

[(a2-a3)(y-s)+£a5]
2<>-*>

[2(e-l)(a2-a3-a5)-a4y]£-1

rrC-(8-DC-igV}v- (14)

for finishing, height, and garden, the latter being
multiplied by a ratio of cost elasticities:

a2>a3 + <X5 + <x42~1(e-irV

The land rent declines faster with increasing distance
than the housing rent, for y ( y—e) ~1 > l. It can also
be shown that the building area rises faster with
increasing distance than the building height falls.
This is due to the fact that it is more expensive to
build tall than flat buildings, i.e. y>e. When
substituting equation (14) back into equation (13),
the design parameters become a function of the bid
housing-rent function on its own. The latter is now
determined up to the, so far unknown, utility level,
when the housing attributes given in equations
(13a), (13c), and (13d) are substituted into equation
(3).

4.2. Equilibrium with Constant Income

The shape of the residential zone of the city is
considered to be a square ring extending between
distances TQ and r„ from the CBD. The city popula-
tion P and the average household income y are
given. Assume a rectangular road grid. Distances
are then the absolute sum of East-West and North-
South distances, say. The area in a strip of width
dr between distances r and r+dr from the CBD is
approximately 4rdr. Assume that all housing
attributes are supplied at every location. The supply
of housing space per unit area is F(Ht~l)[F+G]~l

which in turn is the definition of the building
density z. The demand for housing space per
household is s. The ratio of housing space supplied
per unit of area to housing space demanded per
household is therefore the number of households per
unit of area. This ratio is defined as the household
or population density <E>:

O = Ftfr^F+Gf]-1*-1 = zT1 (15)

The population density O is a function of the bid
housing-rent function q. Equilibrium on the hous-
ing market requires all households to be accom-
modated within the residential zone, thus:

fr"= 4 <
Jr0

A necessary condition for a profit maximum is that
the basic need for housing space is greater than that

4>fe(r))rdr,

rn<Tain(yko1,Tk~1') (16)

The equilibrium condition (16) is general in the sense
that it does not depend on particular demand and
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supply functions. It determines the overall utility
level of all households with identical utility functions
and equal income. This will be discussed in more
detail in section 5. Substituting the bid function (3)
into equation (16) while using equations (13) and
integrating equation (16), the housing rent becomes
in equilibrium :

q _ 2-<4<*-<i>-<';-1»/?7-<ï-£)/iy/ï

«2(«o+«a)' (v~ £)/7(«2 - «3 - «5)"lh

[(a2-«3)(y-e)+ax5]-
2<'-'>''

[a4y + 2(a2 - a3)(y - e)+2fia5]
2(^ *»

[2(E-l)(a2-a3-a5)-a4vr(8~1)/v

,C<« -1 Mci/iffîi- «Vypft - «>/y

(y — k ry("0+"I+a3)/ai)*e"~(ai/a2'**1' (17)

Here we used the following definitions:

= kl\r\y-l
Ji-o

k<try-1e-'ardr (18a)

V = le-»'l(k0IMy-k0ry-(y+k0v»~l)

{(koliï)(y-k0rrl-(k0ltf(v-ï)

(y-k0ry-2 + (k0l(i)
3(v-l)(v-2)

(>--Vr3-(/W/04(v-l)(v-2)(v-3)

(y-V)T~*+-}]]S (18b)
X = 2a2(y-e)[a4y+2a2(y-£)+2ea5]~

1,

0<A<1 (18c)

v = (a0+a2 + a3)a2-
17(y-e)-1l, v>l (18d)

H = «jaj1 yft-e)-1**, /*>0 (18e)

Using the necessary condition for a profit maximum,
it can be shown that v>l . The solution for the
integral V in equation (18b) is a finite series if, and
only if, v is integer, otherwise an infinite series and
divergent. In the latter case, numerical integration
should preferably be performed with equation (18a)
instead of (18b). The equilibrium housing rent
tends to fall with an increasing city radius ra and
increasing distance r, but tends to rise with increasing
storey height /, fixed structural cost C, structural
frame cost coefficient C0, and population P. The
income effect, however, is ambiguous: the housing
rent tends to rise with increasing income at the
outskirts of the city but it could rise or fall at the
CBD radius. Note that the housing rent is homo-

geneous of degree one in terms of money. The
numerical result for the equilibrium housing rent
is displayed in Fig. 2. The parameters have been

q,p '
1 housing rent "1
2 lond rent J

5 housi
6 landn

for free market

3 housing rent-1 f o r o n s t r a i n t

4 land rent J
iin"'rent} for density constraint
rent J

4,6

r0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 rn

Fig. 2. Housing rent, q, and land rent p.

chosen so as to yield the following representative
costs as a percentage of total building cost: fixed
structural cost 3.3 per cent, variable structural
frame cost 13.4 per cent, finishing cost 50.0 per cent,
and land cost 33.3 per cent. Now the relative gradi-
ent with respect to distance is a function of the
attractions of consumption activities, structural
frame cost elasticities, income, and commuting
costs:

dlnqjdr = — [«jOçUÂ;

+ (a0 + a2 + a3)a2-
1VO>-Vr1]<° (19)

Clearly, the relative gradients of the land rent and
design parameters depend also in equilibrium on the
same parameters. This follows readily from sub-
stituting equation (17) into the relevant equations
given in the preceding section. The numerical result
for the land rent is shown in Fig. 2 and that for the
building height in Fig. 3. The height falls with
increasing distance, as well as the building density
which is proportional to the height in equilibrium.

I
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H,z
1 Height of building "1

tensity J
for free market

2 Building density
3 Height of building constraint
4 Building density for height constraint
5 Height of building for density constraint
6 Building density constraint

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 rn

Fig. 3. Height of building, H, and building density, z.

F,s
1 Area of building "I
2 Housing space J
3 Area of building
4 Housing space

ir free market

Area of building "1
Housing space }'«• ne,ght constraint

5 Area of building "I , . .
6 Housing space j ^ density constraint

TO 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 r.

Fig. 4. Area of building, F, and housing space per household, s.
US 18/1—c

The building area rises with increasing distance and
is displayed in Fig. 4 together with the housing
space demanded. Substituting the equilibrium
values for z and s into equation (15), the population
density becomes:

O = 2~2V k^y-k^y-^-"' (20)

Since v>l, the population density falls with in-
creasing distance. The relative gradient also depends
on the attractions of the different consumption
activities, structural frame cost elasticities, income,
and commuting costs. The numerical result for the
population density is depicted in Fig. 5. The

*,d,
1 Population density "1 for free
2 dwellings per building J market
3 Population density "1 for height
4 dwellings per building J constraint

5 Population density \ for density
6 dwellings per building J constraint

Fig. 5. Population density, 0, and number of dwellings per
building, d.

solution for the free market reveals another interest-
ing result: The number of dwellings per building in
equilibrium rises with increasing distance as the net
income decreases, for

d= 2r(a0 + a2)[2(e-l)(a2-a3-a5)

-«4y]~1C(j-M~1 (21)
The number of households or dwellings per building
is constant over distance, if k0 — 0, and is indepen-
dent of the population. It is possible that people
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could live in single-family homes throughout the
city. This can be explained by the following facts:
First, floor surfaces supplied and housing space
demanded are constant elasticity functions, both,
as it turns out, being homogeneous of degree — 1
in the housing rent. Second, economies of joint
occupancy through the use of traffic areas such as
stairways and elevators are neglected, i.e. ß = 1.
Third, there is one class with equal income. Intro-
ducing several income classes alters the result in the
sense that lower-income households are squeezed
into multi-family buildings, while the highest-
income classes still live in single-family homes. The
numerical result for the number of dwellings per
building is shown in Fig. 5.

4.3. Long-run Equilibrium and Varying Household
Income

The long-run equilibrium requires the land rent at
the outer boundary of the city to be equal to the
agricultural land rent pa :

P(r„) = Pa (22)

All results derived in the preceding section hold but
the distance r„ is now endogenous. It can be
determined from equations (22), (14), and (17).
The unknown boundary rn is a function of all
exogenous parameters:

rn = >"„(«;> y> £. t, C, C0, T, k, k0,

Pa, r0, y, P) (23)

Equation (22) can only be solved numerically, even
if k = 0 or ko = 0. The city radius rn enters the
constant V and determines the levels of land rent,
housing rent, and design parameters in equilibrium,
but of course not the relative gradients.

Assume now n classes with incomes yt(i : = 1 to n),
populations P;(z: = 1 to n), and housing rents
qt(i: = 1 to n). The ring boundaries r{(i: = 1 to
« —1; r0<rf<rn) that separate the classes are to be
determined from the n — 1 conditions

tfiO";) = tfi + ifo), 0': = 1, • • - , »-!). (24)

They state that the housing rents must be equal at
the ring boundaries. The city radius r„ is still
determined from equation (22). Equations (24)
can only be solved numerically. For each class the
solution is given by the results of the preceding sec-
tions upon substituting yt for y, Pt for P, and Vt for V.

Assume now a continuous income distribution
f(y) over the population P. The supply of housing
space in a strip of width dr is, as before, 4rzdr.
There live f(y)P(\ dyjdr \)dr people in this strip and
they demand s housing space per household. When
equating demand and supply in a strip of width dr,
the differential equation for the household income
is obtained :

Pf(y)(dyldr)-4r<S>(y,q(y, r), r) = 0 (25)

Here we used the definition of the population
density $ and the fact that dy/dr>0. The second
differential equation we need is that for the housing
rent: First, substitute equation (14) into the equa-
tions for the housing attributes (13a), (13c), and
(13d). Second, substitute these equations into the
bid housing-rent function (3). Now differentiate
the bid function with respect to distance, then the
differential equation for the housing rent as given in
equation (19) is obtained. The system of non-linear
differential equations (19) and (25) could be merged
into a non-linear differential equation of second
order for the household income, for which a closed-
form solution does not exist. If the city radius rn

is fixed, the boundary conditions are given by the
maximum and minimum income to prevail at
distances ro and r„. If the city radius r„ is endo-
geneous, equation (22) is the additional boundary
condition needed.

5. Restriction on the Building Height

5.1. Supply of Housing

Let now the building height be restricted to the
height fi and this constant constraint be binding in
a zone. Maximise equation (11) subject to the
corresponding constraint. The optimal finishing 7
is still given by equation (13c). The building area,
garden width, and garden space to be supplied are
then:

F = {aJ1(«2-«3)e~1'~1Cö1Ä~°"1)

i
q-2-i£-1Cö1U~yp(l+Ä)}°-1 (26a)

u = 2~2(A-ï)F* (26b)

G = 2-1(a21<x4r
1ap-1q + A-ï)F (26c)

Here we used the definition:

A = [!+2aJ1a4r
1Ap-1g]* (26d)
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As one might expect, the garden width and garden
space are proportional to the building width or
building area, respectively. Using the definition for
the building density in equation (10), it follows that
the building density is constant over distance.
Rearranging equation (26a) for the building area the
necessary condition for a solution can be stated as:

2-1(a2-a3)a2
1(l + A~)zq(r-)-p(r)>0 (27a)

It states that the corrected housing rent must be
greater than the land rent. The former is corrected
by the building density z, the reciprocal distortion
factor for distance [F/(f+G)]-1/2 = 2 -1(1+ A), and
the relative attractions («2—c^aj1. The distortion
factor considers the fact that land is used for both
buildings and garden. It is one if no garden space
is supplied. A similar condition for the free market
is obtained when rearranging equation (13a) for the
building height, as given below:

2~1a2-1r1Kv+2(a2-a3)(y-e)

+2m5-\z(r)q(r)-p(r) = 0 (27b)

Note that in this case the equality holds, that the
building density depends on distance, and that the
distortion factor depends also on the height elasticity
of structural frame cost.

The Lagrange multiplier AH is the shadow price
of the height constraint ft. In this context the
shadow price is equal to the marginal profit with
respect to the height constraint evaluated at the
optimal instruments. On the other hand, the
shadow price can be derived from the maximisation
of equation (11) :

AH« = dnldä = (ÔR/dÊ)

-(i+ô)(dB/dÊ) (28a)

The shadow price equals the marginal revenues
minus the amortised marginal building costs. Or,
substituting the optimal instruments into equation
(28a) we find for the shadow price:

\a = {2-1e-1ya-1p(l+A)

-aJ1e~1[(a2-a3)7-(a2-a3-a5)8]

t~lq}F (28b)

The condition as given in equation (27a) ensures
that the shadow price is positive, i.e. a rise of the
height constraint ft increases profits. As before,
the land rent is obtained when setting the builders'

profit equal zero. Substituting equations (26) and
(28b) into equation (11) a non-linear equation is
obtained, when n = 0. It can be solved if we neglect
the fixed cost, i.e. C = 0. By doing so, we get for
the land rent:

p = 2-1a2-
1(e-l)"1[2(a2-a3X£-l)-«4e]2

Pfe-otaX«-!)-«*]"1^1)« (29)

From equation (29) it follows that the land rent
rises with increasing number of storeys (#/?) or,
equivalently, with the building density z. Due to
the fact that the building density z is constant over
distance the relative gradients of the land rent and
housing rent are the same. This is in contrast to
the free market where the relative gradient of the
land rent is steeper than that of the housing rent.
Substituting equation (29) back into equation (26a),
it can be seen that now the building area falls with
increasing distance. Also, this is in contrast to the
free market where the area rises with increasing
distance.

5.2. Equilibrium

Let the height constraint be equal to the building
height in the free market at the edge of the city, i.e.
ß = H(r„). This is visualised in Fig. 3. We pro-
ceed as in section 4.2. The macro condition of
equation (16) still holds. Substitute the bid function
(3) into equation (16) while using the equations for
the housing attributes, integrate (16), then the hous-
ing rent becomes in equilibrium:

q = 2-2W-1«2(ao + a2)-
1[2(a2-a3)

(8_l)_a48]-2[2(«2-«3Xe-l)-a4]2

A-1fA:gP(y-fc0r)V
r (30)

The following definitions are used:

Pr«
W s fc2 (y-k^-^-i'rdr (31a)

Jr0

(r = 2a2(E-l)[2a2(£-l)-a4]-
1, <7>1 (31b)

Ç == (a0 + a2 + a3)aJ1ff, v>£>! (31c)

t] = OL^Z lak, /i>rç>0 (31d)

If v and n are replaced by f and r\, respectively, then
the integral W is given by equation (18b). Using
the necessary condition for a profit maximum in the
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free market, it can be shown that v>{>! and
H»]>0. The equilibrium housing rent tends to
fall with increasing city radius rn, distance r, and
height constraint H, but it tends to rise with increas-
ing storey height t and population P. As for the free
market, the income effect is ambiguous. Note that
the equilibrium housing rent is homogeneous of
degree one in terms of money and population, the
latter being in contrast to the free market. As
one might expect, the relative gradient of the housing
rent with regard to distance does not depend on the
height elasticity of structural frame cost y, for

d In q/dr = d In p/dr

= -fo+EfcoCy-fco»-)-1]
= — [a1aJ1fffc + (a0 + a2 + a3)

a21afc00'-feo'>)~1]<0

The relative gradient of the land rent with respect
to distance is, for the free market:

(32)

Since a>l>l, the relative housing-rent gradient
with land-use zoning is steeper than that in the free
market. It is interesting to note that this result does
not hold for a very low-income zone where no
attributes of housing are supplied, for a ~ 1 = 1 if
«3 = 1x4 = «5 = 0. In this case both relative
gradients of the housing rent are the same.

As was noted in the preceding section, the macro
condition (16) determines the equilibrium utility
levels. The latter are the indirect utility functions,
which are represented by the bid functions (3), when
integrated over the area of the residential city.
For the sake of brevity, the lengthy formulae are
omitted. It can be shown that the free market is
Pareto superior to the cases of zoning restrictions
considered in this paper. (This is obvious from the
fact that in the former case a maximum and in the
latter case an optimum is obtained.) Therefore the
housing rent with zoning restrictions must lie above
that in the free market. This is visualised in Fig. 2.
The equilibrium utility levels are, among other
things, a function of non-working hours T, storey
height t, fixed structural cost C, cost coefficient Co,
interest rate i, depreciation rate o, population P,
and integrals V or W, respectively. V and W are in
turn functions of income and city boundaries.
After a suitable transformation of the utility levels,
the loss of utility, which represents the cost of zoning
restrictions to tenants, can be expressed in terms of
money and can be directly computed from the
corresponding formulae.

dlnp/dr= -|> + vA:o(j-/corr1]<0 (33)

while that for the binding height constraint is given
by equation (32). Since v>£ and fJ.>rj, the relative
land-rent gradient is steeper for the free market
than for the binding height constraint. This is also
true if no attributes of housing are supplied, i.e.
«3 = «4 = «5 = 0. The numerical result for the
land rent is depicted in Fig. 2. The building height
and the building density are shown in Fig. 3. The
building area, which now falls with increasing
distance, is displayed in Fig. 4. Substituting the
equilibrium values for z and s into equation (15),
the population density is obtained :

0> = 2-2W-1klP(y-k0rY~1e-'ir (34)

Comparison of equations (20) and (34) reveals:
First, the relative population gradient is steeper for
the free market than for the height constraint.
Second, using the inequalities

V> W(y-korn)
v~%-<»-'»'•»,

V< W(y-k0r<uv~Se-^-i*<>,

(35a)

(35b)

it can be shown that <bF(r0)><&H(r0) and ®F(r,)
<4>H(rn), where <5>F and <I>H denote the population
densities for the free market and for the market
with height restriction, respectively. As a conse-
quence, people live in more crowded conditions at
the centre but in less crowded conditions at the
outskirts of the city in the free market than with
height restrictions. The numerical result for the
population density is shown in Fig. 5.

Using the inequality (35a) and the necessary
condition for a profit maximum in the free market,
it can also be shown that the land rent at the edge
of the city is the smallest in the free market. Hence
the free market determines the long-run solution
where housing buys land at the opportunity cost.

In contrast to the free market the number of dwell-
ings per building now falls with increasing distance
at the rate -rie(s-l)~1-&(e-l)~1kdj>-kor)~1,
which is steeper than that for the housing rent.
Therefore it is not possible that people can live
in single-family homes throughout the city. Since
all tenants have the same income, utility func-
tions, and housing attributes supplied, the greater
number of dwellings per building in the case of
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the height constraint is equilibrated by bigger
garden spaces, so as to yield a lower population
density at the centre. The numerical result for the
number of dwellings is shown in Fig. 5.

6. Restriction on the Building Density

6.1. Binding Density Constraint
Supply of Housing. Let the building density (or
floor area ratio) be restricted to the density z and
that this constant constraint be binding in a zone.
Maximise equation (11) subject to the corresponding
constraint. The optimal finishing cost I is still
given by equation (13c). The height of building,
area of building, garden width, and garden space to
be supplied are then:

H = N\Nî2tz

F = {y-^Nl^-^N^-1^-1^1

(JV2-JV1)-
1(JV2[a4 + 2(a2-a3-a5)]

-2fa2-«3-a5)NJtq-p)

(36a)

ryCô1£-y}£-1 (36b)

u = 2-1(N2Nî1-l)F* (36c)

G = (NlNï2-l)F (36d)

where N± and N2 are defined as

N! = (2a27f)-1([a4(7-e)

+2(a.2- a3)(y -e)+2sa5]£q-2a2(y -e)p) (36e)

N2 EE (2a2y£)-1([a4y+2(a2-a3)(y-£)

+ 2eas]3g-2a2(y-a)p). (36f)

The area of building, Nit and N2 are positive if a
similar condition to that of equation (27a) holds:
The corrected housing rent must be greater than the
land rent. Since the minimum height t is not
binding, H> t, and therefore from equation (36a)

z>N\N2
2<l (37)

The building density constraint z can be less than
unity but must be greater than NlN2

2. Indeed, the
building density given by building codes is usually
less than one in typical residential zones. If no
garden space is demanded, i.e. a4 = 0, then Nt = N2 ;
thus the density constraint ê must be greater than
unity. Of course, the building height reaches its

minimum when no garden space is demanded. In
this case, the number of storeys simply equals the
building density, which is obvious from the defini-
tion of the density in equation (10). If the density
constraint is to create a favourable externality in the
sense of improved access to light and air, it should
clearly be less than unity.

The Lagrange multiplier Az is the shadow price of
the density constraint z. It is the marginal profit
with regard to the density constraint z evaluated at
the optimal instruments. Maximisation of equation
(11) also yields:

Az(r) = dnfdz = {(dR/dH+dR/dF

+ dR/du) - (i+ô)(dBldH+ dBfdF+ dBjdu)

- i(ôL/dF+ dL/du)}(8zldH+ dz/dF

+dz l du)'1 (38a)

The shadow price equals the ratio of the net mar-
ginal revenue gradient to the building density gradi-
ent, evaluated at the optimal instruments. Or,
substituting equations (36a)-(36c) into equation
(38a) we find for the shadow price :

Az = NlN^r1

(p-2-1aJ1a4Ar2(JV2-JV1)~
1^)F (38b)

If a solution for the design parameters exists, then the
shadow price is positive, i.e. a rise of the building
density constraint increases profits. The condition
that builders' profit is zero leads to a non-linear
equation. Again it can be solved if we set C = 0.
The land rent turns out to be

p = 2- *«J He-1)'1

[2(£-l)(a2-a3)-a4]^<fg (39)

Using equation (10), the land rent in equation (29)
for the height constraint can be rewritten so as to
yield the same expression of equation (39), when S
is replaced by z. Both land rents in equations (39)
and (29) do not depend on the height elasticity of
structural frame cost y and are less than the housing
rent times density. From equation (39) it follows
that again both relative gradients of housing rent
and land rent with respect to distance are the same.
Substituting equation (39) back into equations
(36a)-(36d) it can be shown that the building height
is constant over distance. Its level depends on both
structural frame cost elasticities y and e. As in the
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case of the height constraint the area of building falls
with increasing distance, while the garden space is
proportional to the building area.

Equilibrium. Let the density constraint be equal to
the building density in the free market at the edge of
the city, i.e. £ = z(r„). This is visualised in Fig. 3.
We proceed as in section 4.2. The macro condition
of equation (16) still holds. Substitute the bid
function (3) into equation (16) while using the
equations for the housing attributes, integrate (16),
then the housing rent becomes in equilibrium:

q = 2-2^-1a2K + «2)~1

e-^Pty-k^e-" (40)

W, a, £,, and r\ are given in equations (31a)-(31d).
The housing rent of equation (40) is equal to that
for the height constraint in equation (30) when z
is replaced by z. The relative gradient of the
housing rent in equation (40) is the same as that for
the height constraint given in equation (32). It can
be shown that the housing rent for the density con-
straint lies above that for the height constraint, but
both coincide if no attributes of housing are sup-
plied. The numerical result for the housing rent is
shown in Fig. 2. The utility level in equilibrium
can be obtained in the same way as was shown in
the preceding section. The loss of utility again
represents the cost of the density restriction to
tenants. Both land-use restrictions reveal the same
land rent in equilibrium. This is due to the fact that
in both cases the building densities are constant over
distance in equilibrium. This is depicted in Fig. 2.
The building height and the building density are
displayed in Fig. 3, the building area in Fig. 4. As
to the housing space demanded, households are
better off with the free market than with land-use
regulations, for s is homogenous of degree — 1 in
the housing rent. This is shown in Fig. 4. The
population density is the same as for the height
constraint and is given by equation (34). It is
displayed in Fig. 5. Due to the smallest building
density throughout the city, the number of dwellings
per building is the biggest for the density constraint
that is shown in Fig. 5.

6.2. Both Binding Density and Height Constraint

Supply of Housing. Suppose now that the constraints
on the building density and on the minimum height

of the building were binding, i.e. z(rn) = ê and
H(ro) = t. From equation (37) one now knows
that

0<ê g NÎN22<1. (41)

The case of both binding building density and mini-
mum height thus requires small building densities
as it is expected to prevail with 'normal' zoning
regulations. Maximise equation (11), then the
optimal area of building, garden width, and garden
space become :

F= {(2-1a2-
1[«4 + 2(a2-a3);k-2-1p)

ETV'Co1}'-1 (42a)

(42b)

(42c)

u = 2~1z-ll2[l-zll2]F112

G = £-1[1-£]F

The optimal finishing is still given by equation
(13c). The building area is positive if a similar
condition to that of equation (27a) holds, the
corrected housing rent being greater than the land
rent. As before the garden space is proportional to
the building area. The Lagrange multipliers are
derived in the same way as in sections 5.1 and 6.1.1.
They are :

Az(r) = dn/dz = {e-2p-2~1<X21x4z

[l-f*]-1«}^ (42d)

A,(r) = -dn/dt = ~{(dR/dH)

-(i+S)(dBldH) - Az(ôz/ôH)}

= r1{2-1a2~
1£(i-^)K(y-e)

+ [2(a2-a3)(y-8) + 2a5e](l-^)

-a4yz^q-s-\y-s)ê-1p}F (42e)

The shadow price of the density constraint equals,
as in equation (38a), the ratio of the net marginal
revenue gradient to the building density gradient.
It is positive, thus a rise of the building density
constraint increases profits. The negative shadow
price of the minimum-height constraint equals the
net marginal revenues minus the algebraic product
of marginal density and shadow price of the density
constraint. Increasing the minimum height will
lower builders' profits, since the optimal height in
the free market would be below the minimum height.
The land rent is obtained in the same way as in the
preceding section and is given by equation (39).
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Equilibrium. Equilibrium is obtained in the same
way as it was in section 6.1. The housing rent in
equilibrium is given by equation (40). Since in this
case the building density is smaller, housing rents
are bigger than those for section 6.1. The equations
for the land rent and the design parameters are the
same as those for section 6.1. The population den-
sity is given by equation (34). Note that the popula-
tion density is the same for all land-use regulations
considered here and it is independent of the different
constraints.

7. Conclusion

It was shown, as far as I know for the first time, how
both land-use zoning and attributes of housing
determine housing rent, land rent, and design para-
meters in equilibrium. Some testable functions
were derived that allow one to differentiate between
zones with binding and non-binding constraints.
Indeed, the solution for the housing market in
equilibrium is, in general, a mixture of the solutions
presented in the preceding sections. For instance,
it could be that for certain parameter values, which
are given to the urban economy, both the minimum
height, t, and the minimum area, f, are binding
for the competitive housing market. This situation
is depicted in Fig. 6 and can be described as follows.
As it was shown in section 4, a competitive housing
market in equilibrium requires narrow and tall

buildings which lie close to the CBD. While the
maximum building height is determined by either
material properties or building codes, the minimum
building area is determined by either technical
considerations or building codes. In fact, most
building codes set standards for the minimum floor
area of a dwelling unit that determine implicitly
the minimum building area by technical considera-
tions. If these building code requirements would
not exist, there is strong evidence that modern
housing construction would, in high population
density zones, produce apartment units with floor
areas which are just technically feasible. This is
best visualised when comparing nineteenth-century
building with recent suburb apartment buildings for
low-income residents. In Fig. 6, it is assumed that
the competitive housing market would produce
buildings whose areas are below the minimum
between distances 7*0 and rt. Hence, in this zone the
free market solution, as described in section 4, is
constrained by the minimum building area, f. At
the outskirts of the city, buildings are broad and
flat in a competitive equilibrium, as was shown in
section 4. However, the building height cannot be
less than one storey. In Fig. 6, it is assumed that the
competitive housing market would produce build-
ings whose heights are below the height of one storey
between distances r2 and r„. Hence, in this zone
the free market solution is constrained by the mini-
mum building height, t. Between distances rt and r2,
however, the free market solution shall not be

H,q A F.d
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Fig. 6. Competitive housing market with binding technical constraints.
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constrained, neither by building codes nor by
technical requirements.

How can now the equilibrium pattern of the
residential city be described? In the preceding
sections, we derived the equilibrium solutions for
each of these cases. We can now put them together.
First of all, equation (16) has to be replaced by:

p = 4 T 0(g1(r))rdr+4 T ®(q(r))rdr
Jro Jri

rJri

+ 4 ®(q2(ry)rdr (43a)

where q± is the bid housing-rent function for the
case of the binding minimum building area, q the
bid housing-rent function for the free market as
described in section 4, and q2 the bid housing-rent
function for the case of the height constraint as
described in section 5. The bid housing-rent func-
tion, qlt for the area constraint can easily be derived
in the same way as it was in the case of the height
constraint. Equation (43a) then simply states that
the population densities integrated over these three
residential zones must equal total city population,
P. As was shown in the preceding sections, popula-
tion densities depend on the various bid housing-
rent functions. Each bid function qt(i: = 1, nil, 2)
is associated with its unknown utility level [/)(/: = !,
nil, 2) as shown in the preceding sections. Next,
distances ^ and r2 can be determined by the fact
that both building area and building height must
equal the corresponding constraints:

F(n) = f and H(r2) = t (43b)

where fand Hare building area and building height,
respectively, which prevail in the free market
between distances r± and r2 as shown in Fig. 6.
Finally, we know that in equilibrium all households
with equal income and identical preferences must
reach the same utility level. Why? Assume a
housing auction where all households compete with
each other for location and housing. The auction
is terminated, i.e. the housing market is in equi-
librium when nobody wants to change location nor
housing. Or, nobody can improve his utility by
changing location or housing demand, see e.g.
Alonso (1964). Consider all but one households in
equilibrium. The housing rent this one household
can bid depends on the residential zone he wants
to locate in, as was shown in the preceding sections.

Regardless of these zones, he will have to pay at
least the same rent at a particular distance as another
household, already in equilibrium, would pay.
Hence, paying the same housing rent means reaching
the same utility level, provided income and prefer-
ences are the same among households:

U* = Ui (i: = 1, nil, 2) (43c)

Assume the city radius, rn to be given, then equations
(43) determine the overall utility level, U*, and the
ring boundaries, rl and r2.

The equilibrium pattern of the city is as follows.
First of all, from equation (43a) it can be seen that
all equilibrium variables, i.e. housing rent, land rent,
and design parameters are non-homogeneous in
terms of population. For instance, increasing the
city population, P, does not raise the housing rent
level proportionally by a power function as in the
preceding sections (or in common land-use models).
Next, we can trace in Fig. 6 the image for housing
rent, q, building height, H, number of apartments
per building, d, and building area, F, between dis-
tances r± and r2 as shown in section 4 (free market
solution). Consider first the housing rent. From
the preceding sections we know that the utility level
falls when constraints become binding. Hence, in
order to reach the same utility level for all house-
holds, the housing rent function must shift down
between distances ro and r± or r2 and rn. We also
know that the relative gradient is now steeper than
that in the free market. Since the other variables in
Fig. 6 depend on the equilibrium housing rent
function, their images follow directly from that of
the housing rent. As a consequence, stepwise
functions for housing rent, land rent, building height
etc. which are commonly observed in reality conform
with our model, when technical and/or zoning
restrictions are binding, even in the absence of
externalities (like noise and air pollution) within the
residential zone.
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